
Why Board Effectiveness Workshops?
Many Boards use Board Evaluations to look inward and assess the areas where they can improve and grow. While highly
effective from a diagnostic perspective, the traditional method falls short of providing the opportunity for Directors to
communicate their reflections with one another and align collectively on the Boards performance. As an alternative,
Board Effectiveness Workshop experiences drive greater alignment, encourage more conversation, take less total time,
and overall drive high impact at an accelerated pace.

BOARD EFFECTIVENESS WORKSHOPS

Clarity and Commitment Outcomes Focused Acceleration Effective BehaviorsImproved Decision Making 
The board is focused on 
results versus activities

Get to the crux of a discussion 
more efficiently and spending 
more time on what matters 

most 

The board has the 
information, competence, 

leadership and culture it needs 
to make to better choices

Directors are aware of 
practices and norms that are 
effective and ineffective and 

can pivot as needed

The board and 
management understand 

their roles and are focused 
shared objectives

Benefits of Board Effectiveness Workshops
Effective Board Effectiveness Experiences create clarity and alignment that resonates throughout the organization and 
mitigates the risk of low performance. Our services can help you achieve: 

To learn more on how we can support your business needs, please visit hugessen.com

Contact Us - Our team is equipped to support you
Dr. Peter Stephenson
Partner, Toronto
pstephenson@hugessen.com
M: 416.520.1365

Ciara Wakita
Principal, Toronto
cwakita@hugessen.com
D: 416.868.1288

What Are Board Effectiveness Workshops?
Board Effectiveness Workshops are highly-curated experiences that focus on helping boards define their priorities (the
“what”) and the norms and practice (the “how”). Board can also include experience with Management to ensure that
they are collectively aligned on the ways the Board can add value to the organization.

?

Gain insight
Preliminary 
insights on 
the Board 
through 

interviews 

Prework

Align the Board
Align the Board on 

priorities and 
focus areas 

(½ day workshop)

Align Management
Align the 

Management 
Team on priorities 

and focus areas 
(½ day workshop)

Align Together
Align the 

Management 
Team on norms, 

practices, and  
routines 

(½ day workshop)

Commitments 
and Action Plan 

Prework

Prework

Optional

Increase CohesionIncrease CandorResolve Tensions Address poor performanceNavigate Ambiguity

Consider Board Effectiveness Workshops if your Board is seeking to…
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